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1. Introduction
Let Ω be a domain in Rn with generic point x=(xly •••,#„). We denote by
a=(aly -'y(Xn) a multi-index of length l α ^ c ^ H \~an and use the notations
For an integer m^O H
m
(Ω) is to be the set of all functions whose distribution
derivatives or order up to m belong to L2(Ω) and we introduce in it the usual norm
I I « I L = N L Ω = (J
Ω | Σ
When m=0 we simply write || || instead of || | |0, which is the norm of L2(Ω).
H
m
(Ω) denotes the closure of C~(Ω) in H
m
(Ω).
Let B be a symmetric integro-difϊerential sesquilinear form of order m with
bounded coefficients
B[u,υ]=[
satisfying
B[uy u] ^ S\\u\\i for any ι/e V a-(l)
where δ is some positive constant and V is some closed subspace of H
m
(Ω)
containing H
m
(Ω). Let A be the operator associated with this sesquilinear from:
an element u of V belongs to D(A) and Au=f^L2(Ω) if B[u, v]=(f, v) is valid
for any v^V. As is well known A is a positive definite self-adjoint operator
in L2(Ω). In this paper assuming that Ω is a bounded domain possessing the
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restricted cone property (p. 11 of [1]) we investigate the asymptotic distribution
of eigenvalues of the operator A, and under various smoothness assumptions
on the coefficients of B deduce formulas mainly with remainder estimates which
are similar to those obtained by S. Agmon [2] (see also R. Beals [5]).
In our result it is assumed that 2m>n; however, we do not require the
following inclusion relation which was assumed and essentially used by many
authoursυ:
D(A)czH2m(Cl). (1.1)
An example of an operator which does not satisfy (1.1) can be constructed with
the aid of the following considerations. Let Ω be a bounded domain of R2 with
smooth boundary 9Ω—ΓΊ UΓ2, Γ 1 Π Γ 2 = φ , and denoting by (x,y) the generic
point of R2 let
d2u d2v d2u d2v d2u
+ 2 +
and V be the closure in H2(Ω) of
{MGC°°(Ω): U = 0 on I\ and du/dv = 0on Γ2}
where v is the outer normal to 9Ω. The function u=lm(x-}-iyy/2=r3/2sm(3θ/2)
satisfies Au=0 and hence A2u=0 in the upper half plane j/>0. For Λ:>0, J > = 0
u=d2u/dy2=0 and for x<0, y=0 du/dy=d3uldy3=O. Near the origin u$H3
although uEiH2 there. Hence assuming that 9Ω contains a part of the #-axis
having the origin in its interior we can easily construct a function which belongs
to D(A) but not to H4(Ω). We also note that (1.1) is not valid under boundary
conditions of nicer type when the coefficients of B are not differentiable.
A great number of papers have been published on the eigenvalue distribu-
tion of elliptic operators, a survey of which is found in the introduction of [2].
In [3] S. Agmon devised an "indirect method" of estimating resolvent kernels
of operators considered whereas these kernels were always estimated directly by
many authors before that. This indirect method is remarkably effective in
obtaining global estimates of the resolvent kernels without any complicated cal-
culations and based upon these estimates numerous important results were
derived (([1], [2], [3], [4], [5]). In this paper we follow this method; however,
we need some modification since (1.1) is not necessarily satisfied as was mentioned
above. To this end we extend the operator A to a. mapping on V to F* where
F* is the antidual of F(i.e. the space of continuous conjugate linear functionals
on V). This extended operator which is again denoted by A is defined by
Some related results without remainder estimates are obtained for degenerate operators.
See [9] for example.
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B[uy v] — (Au, v) for any Ϊ G F
where the bracket on the right stands for the duality between F* and V in this
case. Identifying L2(Ω) with its antidual we may consider F c L 2 ( Ω ) c P alge-
braically and topologically, and as is easily seen V is a dense subspace of F*
under this convention. The resolvent of A thus extended is a bounded linear
operator on F* to V, and in virtue of the assumption 2rn>n we can estimate the
kernels of this class of operators pointwisely by various kinds of their norms with
the aid of Sobolev's inequality (Lemma 3.2 below).
In the proof of our main theorem the results of S. Agmon and Y. Kannai
[4] as well as the method of S. Agmon [2] play an important role. In section 2
the main theorem is presented. In section 3 lemmas which will be used fre-
quently in the subsequent sections are proved. In sections 3-7 the kernels of
A are estimated in comparison with those of operators with smooth coefficients
approximating the original ones and also with those of operators defined in a
larger domain with smooth boundary. In section 8 the main theorem is proved.
It is obvious that our result remains valid when B has some boundary
integrals containing derivatives of order^m—1. It is also easy to verify that
some part of the main theorem can be extended to non-symmetric cases.
2. Main theorem
For X G Ω let δ(#)=min{l, dist(x, 3Ω)}. Suppose that
8(x)'pdx<oo (2.1)
Ω
for some positive number p< 1 which will be specified later. Since all coefficients
a
Λβ
 belong to L°°(Ω), there is a constant K such that for any u,
\B[u,v]\£K\\u\\
m
\\v\\
m
. a-(2)
For an integer ft^Owe denote by Ck(Ω) the set of all k times continuously dif-
fer entiable functions in Ω. For an integer k and a positive number h<ί we
denote by Ck+h(Ω) the subclass of functions in Ck(Ω) whose derivatives of
order k are Hoelder continuous of order h in Ω.
We consider the following various types of smoothness assumptions:
s-(l) For \a\ = \β\=m a
Λ
β is uniformly continous.
s-(2) For \a\ = \β\=m a
Λ
β is uniformly Hoelder continuous of order h.
s-(3) For \
a
\ = \β\=m a
aβ
 belongs to C 1 + Λ (Ω0, and for \
a
\ + \β\ =
2m—1 a
aβ
 is uniformly Hoelder continuous of order h. Here and
in what follows Ωj is a domain containing Π.
s-(4) For I a \ = \ β \ =m a
aβ
 belongs to C2+A(ΩX), for \a\ + \β\ =2m— 1
a
Λβ
 belongs to C1+Λ(Ωj), and for \a\ + \β\ =2m—2 a
aβ
 is uni-
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formly Hoelder continuous of order h.
s-(5) For \a\ = \β\=m a
aβ
 is constant in Ω, and for
2m— 1 a
aβ
 belongs to
Throughout the paper we assume that Ω is a bounded domain having the
restricted cone property (p. 11 of [1]) and that 2m>n.
For t>0 let N(t) be the number of eigenvalues of A which do not exceed t.
Main Theorem. In the situation stated above the following asymptotic
formulas for N(t) hold as t->°° :
N(t) = c0tn/2m+o(tn/2m) under s-(l),
N(t) = c0tn/2m+0(tcn-(»/2m)
for any number θ satisfying
0<θ<hl(h+3) under s-(2),
0<θ<(h+l)l(h+i) under s-(3),
0<θ<(h+2)l(h+S) under s-(4),
0<θ<ί under s-(5)
where
sin(«r/2«)f
 {χ)d
φ) = (2
π
y» \ { Σ a
aβ
(x)ξ*+e+l}-Vξ . (2.2)
J
 Rn |«|=|β|=»m
REMARK. If s-(4) is satisfied for A=l the above formula coincides with the
one of Agmon [2], Under the assumption s-(2) the formula is the same as that
of Beals [5].
3. Some lemmas
To begin with we shall prove four lemmas of which we make frequent use
in the subsequent sections. Let X be a complex number which is not on the
positive real axis. According to Lax-Milgram theorem A—λ has a bounded
inverse defined in the whole of V*. Let d(λ) be the distance from the point λ
to the positive real axis. For a bounded operator S on V* to V we use the
notations | |5Ί|K*^K, ll'SΊIy*->zΛ etc. to denote the norms of S considered as an
operator on F * to F, F * to L2(Ω)., etc.
L e m m a 3.1. There exists a constant C such that
(i)
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(ϋ)
(iii)
(iv)
Proof. The statement (i) is clear since A is a positive definite self-adjoint
operator in L2(Ω). If a=(^-λ)" 1 /,/eΓ(Ω), then by the definition of A
B[u,u] = (f,u)+\(u,u). (3.1)
In view of a-(l) and (i) we get
from which (ii) follows. Since B[u, u] is real we get from (3.1)
I m λ | M | 2 = - I m ( / , u),
whence it follows that
| I m λ | | M I 2 ^ l l / l l κ * I M L (3.2)
which implies
if Re λ^>0. From (3.1) we get also
0^B[u, u] = Re(/, u)+Re\\\u\\2,
and hence if Re λ < 0
I Re λ| INI2 = - R e λ| |W | | 2^Re (/, tt)^||/|μ|NL •
Combining this inequality with (3.2) we obtain
d(X)||ii |r^VT||/| |v.| |«IL. (3.3)
It follows rrom (3.1) and (3.3) that
£\\f\\v\\«\L+V~2\M\\f\\v\\u\\
m
ld(\)
from which (iii) follows immediately. Finally with the aid of (iii) and the follow-
ing inequality
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\X\\\u\\^K\\u\\l+\\f\\
v
*\\u\\
m
which is a simple consequence of (3.1) we can easily show (iv).
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a bounded operator on V* to V. Then S has a
kernel M in the following sense:
(Sf)(x)=\QM(x,y)f(y)dy for / G I ! ( Ω ) .
M(x, y) is continuous in Π x Ω end there exists a constant C such that for any
\M{x,y)\
Proof. That S has a kernel of the type stated in the lemma is a consequence
of the general theory of Hubert-Schmidt operators (see p. 211 of [1] where
these operators are called operators of finite double norm). Applying Sobolev's
inequality to M(x, y) considered as a function of y we get
) \ \ \ - ^ (3.4)
Next applying the same inequality to Sf
Hence noting that V is reflexive we find that M(#, ) e V for any fixed x^Ω, and
\\M(x, )|L = \\M(x, )\\v^Ύ\\S\\f."
v
\\S\\>-t?2 . (3. 5)
In a similar manner we obtain
\\M(x,.my\\S\\%!?
v
\\S\\)-2«lf. (3. 6)
Combining (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) we complete the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 3.3. There exists a constant C such that for any integer O^k^
(3.7)
. (3.8)
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Proof. Under our assumption on Ω the following interpolation inequality
is true:
IML^clMIShMI1-**". (3.9)
Applying this inequality to (A—X)~λf and then using Lemma 3.1 we easily
obtain (3.7) and (3.8).
Lemma 3.4. There is a constant C such that for any integer O^k^
Γ^-^-dHL+lλl^lHI) for VΪΞV.
Proof. In view of the interpolation inequality (3.9) and Young's inequality
we conclude
4. Estimates of resolvent kernels - 1
In this section we shall estimate the difference between the resolvent kernels
of A and those of the operator A
o
 associated with B under the Dirichlet boundary
o
conditions. By definition for any u, v^H
m
(Ω) we have
B[u, υ] = (A
o
u, v)
where the bracket on the right denotes the pairing between the antidual H_
m
(Ω)
o o
of H
m
 (Ω) and H
m
(Ω) this case. Under our convention of identifying L2(Ω) with
its antidual there is no fear of confusion if we use the notation (,) standing for
the L2-inner product to denote also the pairing between V* and V as well as that
o
between H_
m
(Ω) and H
m
(Ω). Obviously for the operator A
o
 the analogues of
Lemmas 3.1-3.4 hold. We denote by Λ a class of functions in C~(Rn) the sup-
ports of which are contained in the set {x^Rn: \x\ <1} and which take the value
1 at the origin. We fix a point x
o
^Ω. For the sake of simplicity we put
S=S(x0) for the time being and ξt(x)=ξ((x—x0)l£) for J ε A . Let Sλs be the
operator defined by
for a n y / e F* where rf is the restriction o f / e F* to H
m
(Ω). Obviously 5
λ s
 is
o
a bounded operator on F* to H
m
(Ω) and hence a fortiori to V.
Lemma 4.1. If £~1\\\~1/2m^ly then for any positive integer j there is a
constant Kj such that
-^ λ I - ^ ( λ ) - 1 ) ' I λIld(X),
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, i
 λ
 i i-v-v(λ)-.)y i λ i
Proof. Let u=(A-X)-1f-(A0-\yi(rf) and v=ξ,u=SλJ. Now
B[v, v]—\(v, v)
= B[υ, v]-B[u, ξtv]+B[u, ξev]-\(u, ξev)
= {B[v, v]-B[u, ξtv]}+B[(A-\)-% ξ,υ]-\((A-\y% ξev)
- B[{A0-X)-\rf), ξev]+X{{Aα-X)-\rf), ξ,v)
= B[v, v]-B[u, ξ
e
v] .
Noting that B[u, u] Ξ>0 and d(\)l | λ | = | sin(argλ) | we get for some constant C
\B[v, v]-X(v, υ)\>mxz{B[υ, »], |λ|(o, v)}d(X)l\\\
^C(|NL+|λ|^|HIMλ)/|λ|. (4.2)
Next from (4.1) it follows that
\B[v, v]-\(v, v)\ = \B[υ, v]-B[u, ξtv]\
= \[ Σ α
αβ
{x) {D*{ξtu)WΪ -DαuD%ξtv))dx \
J Ω \<*\>\β\^.m
Σ α
αβ
{)Y
ί
\ Σ α
αβ
(x)^(Z)DαuD^ξtm,dx\ = I1+I2. (4.3)
J Ω \<*\,\*\<im β>γ\T/
We shall proceed inductively and at first consider the case 7=1. Noting that
w e
 g e t from Lemma 3, 3
for/eF*. (4.4)
for/eL2(Ω) (4.5)
if O^k^m. Clearly for some constant C independent of * and x0 we have
\D >ξ
e
(x)\^Cε-™. (4.6)
From (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) it follows that
m - 1
Jfe=O
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for any/eZ,2(Ω). Hence using the assumption £~1 |λ|~1 / 2 '"^l we get
I
ι
£C\\ΓV~ε-1d(\)-1\\f\\y.\\v\\
m
 for/eF*, (4.7)
/1^C|λ|1-v^,c-W(X)-1|λ|-1/2||/ll IbIL for/eL2(Ω). (4.8)
Next in view of (4.6) and Lemma 3.1
Σ£*-"'|M|ft for / ε P ,
l^ ll* for
Using here Lemma 3.4 and the assumption f ^ λ l ~1^2m^l we easily obtain
n\υ\\), (4.9)
+iλi^iHi) (4. io)
forany/eF*,/<ΞL2(Ω) respectively. Combining (4.2). (4.3), (4.7) and (4.9)
or combining (4.2), (4.3), (4.8) and (4.10) we get
or
according a s / E F * or/eL 2 (Ω) where K
x
 is some constant independent of x> x0
and λ. Recalling the definition of v we can easliy establish the desired estimates
for j= 1 with the aid of these two inequalities. Assume that the lemma has been
proved for some k. We pick another function )?GΛ such that i7(#)=l for any
ξ and write V2(x)=v((x—Xo)l£) Now, by the easily verified inequality
1*1.
we get using Lemma 3.4 and the assumption θ'"11X | ~1/2fn^
(4.11)
From the induction assumption with η in place of ξ it follows that
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(4. u)
(4.13)
Therefore, in virtue of (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) we get
(4.14)
\\
m
. (4.15)
On the other hand
Σ aΛ*)Έ
|,|β|^m β>y
(4.16)
Combining (4.12), (4.13) and (4.16), and again using Lemma 3.4 and the assump-
tion £ - 1 |X | ~ 1 / 2 W I ^ 1 , we find that I2 is dominated by the right member of (4.14)
or (4.15) with \\v\\
m
+ | λ | ^2\\υ\\ in place ot \\v\\
m
 according a s / G P or/eL 2 (Ω).
Hence combining (4.2), (4.3) and the estimates for I
λ
 and I2 just obtained we
conclude there is a constant Kk+1 such that
^ κk+1(ε-> I λ l ^ md(x)-γ^ I x I d(xy>
or
^Kk+1(ε-ι\ x l ' - ^ ( x n ^ Ί λ I ^ ( λ )
according a s / e P or / G L 2 ( Ω ) . Thus recalling the definition of z; again we
finish the proof of the present lemma.
Let M
λ ε
, K
λ
 and i£°
λ
 be the kernels of the operators S
λ ε
, (A—λ)"1 and
(^40—λ)"1 respectively. Then clearly we have the relation
x, y)-K\(x, y)} . (4. 17)
Lemma 4.2. For any p>0 the following inequality holds:
IXI ^ 1 , (4 . 18)
where Cp is a constant depending on p but not on x0 and λ.
Proof. First let us assume that^> is an integer. If δ ( # 0 ) | λ | 1 / 2 w ^ l , then
in view of Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1 we know
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-N I nfim
and therefore recalling (4.17) we obtain (4.18). In general for any λ we have
\K
κ
(x0, xo)-K\(xOyxQ)\
£ IK
λ
(x0, xo)\ + \K\(xω xo)\£C\\\"^(λ)"1 (4. 20)
by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. So if S(x
o
)\X\1/2m^l, (4.18) trivially follows from
(4.20). Thus (4.18) is proved when^ is an integer. That (4.18) also holds for
non-integral vlaues of p follows by interpolation.
5. Approximation of coefficients by smooth functions
We shall approximate the coefficients a
aβ
 by functions in Cco(Rn) so that we
may apply the results of S. Agmon [2].
Let p be the real valued even function in C^R1) the support of which is
contained in the set {x: \x\ <*n~1/2}. We write for x=(x
x
, ~-y
9{x) = p{xxy»p{xu\ Ps(x) = 6-p(x/e)
and
p
β
*/(*) = t p*{*-y)f{y)dy.
jRn
Here S is an arbitrary positive number. Moreover we use the notation 3£=
3x
rt)α>w for a=(a19 ~9 an). First we shall prove the following
Lemma 5.1. Let / G C 2 ( Ω ) , X0 be a point of Ω, and δ be any positive
number. We set
/.(*) = 1 /.. ..x^-^.x
 ?y | ^ _ X o | > S
(5.1)
where x1 is the point of intersection of the sphere \x—xo\ =8 and the line segment
connecting x0 and x. Then
( i ) Pβ*/o w a function in C°°(Rn)
(ii) when S<8, we have p
ε
*/0(x) =fo(x) + Cs(x0) in the set {x^Rn:
\x—x
o
\ < δ — ε } where C
ζ
(xQ) which is independent of x satisfies
_ . . . )l; (5-2)
|£»|=2
(iii) for any x
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S δ Σ 197(*o) I + δ2 Σ I d«J(x0) I . (5.3)
Proof, (i) is obvious.
(ii) Not ing that \x-\-z—x
o
\ < δ if | # | < £ and \x—x
o
\ < δ — £ we know by
the change of variables
= (
It is easy to see that i ^ O and / 3 = 0 in virtue of the eavenness of the function p.
Thus by a suitable change of variables in the integral of 72 we get the following
relation:
where
1 \ f
Clearly C
ζ
(x0) dose not depend on x and we easily find that (5.2) is valid.
(iii) follows from the fact that \J0(y)—f(x0)\ ι s dominated by the right
hand side of (5.3) throughout Rn.
Lemma 5.2. Let f be a function in C\Ω). We set
Σ (x-x
o
)«dtf(x
o
) for I x-x01 r£ δ ,
/.(*) =
Σ (Xi-xjrWi**) Jor \x-x
o
\>8
(5.5)
where x1 is the point defined in Lemma 5.1. Then
( ί ) Ps*/o w « fuction in C°°(Rn)
(ii) wλew S<δ pz*fo(x)=fo(x) in the set {x^Rn: \x—x
o
\ <δ—£},
(iii) /or
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Proof is similar to that of the preceding lemma.
It is known that for some constant £0>0 we have
,
β
,.§-« ^ W^-'°' ξ'^ (5. 6)
for any XEΞΩ and ξEίRn under the condition a—(1) (see [1]).
Now suppose that the coefficients of B satisfy the smoothenss condition
s—(4). Let x0 be an arbitrary fixed point of Ω and 0 < £ ' < δ . We shall apply
Lemma 5.1 to a
aβy \a\ = \β\=my and Lemma 5.2 to aaβy \a\-\-\β\=2m—l.
For \a\ = \β\=mlet a% and C*?(x0) be the function and the constant defined
by (5.1) and (5.4) with / and £ replaced by a
aβ
 and £' and set al
β
=p
ζ
'*a%
β
— C*?(x0). For I a \ + \β\=2m—l letting a% be the function defined by (5.5)
with a#
β
 in place of / we set a\
β
 = pz'*a^β. For | a \ + | β \ = 2m — 2 or
| α | + \β\ ^2m—3 we put al^x)=aa^x0) or alβ(x)=0 respectively. We shall
consider the following symmetric sesquilinear form:
B1[uy v] = Σ [ alB(x)D«uW*vdx .
Lemma 5.3. There are two positive constants c'
o
 and C such that
o
for any u^H
m
{Ω) provided that 8 and 6' are sufficiently small independently of x0.
Proof. We write
Σ alβ(x)ξ"+β
|Λ|=»|β|-m
= Σ a
aβ
{xQ)ξΛ+β+ Σ {alβ(x)-a«β(xo)}ξ*+β|α>|=»|β|=* iΛl^lβl-m
and then use (5.6) and Lemma 5.1 in order to estimate both sums in the right
hand side. It then follows immediately from the assumption s-(4) that if δ and
£' are sufficiently small independently of x0 then for any ίcGΩ and ξ^R"
Σ ai
β
(x)ξ^UΦ)\ξΓ
Since clearly the coefficients ot B
λ
 are all uniformity bounded it is a well known
fact that the assertion of the lemma is true. q.e.d.
Next consider the case where the coefficients a
aβ
 satisfy s-(3). For
I a I = I β I =m letting a% be the function defined by (5.5) with a*
β
 in place of/ we
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p u t a%β=p2'*a%β. A c c o r d i n g a s | a\ + \ β \ = 2 m — 1 o r \ a \ + \ β \ ^ 2 m — 2 w e
put alfi(x)=a^(x0) or alβ(x)=0. Difining the coefficients a\β in this way we set
B [u, v] = Σ f a
aβ
(x)D*uDβvdx .
|«|,|β|^mjQ
In case where the coefficients of B satisfy s-(2) let B3 be the sesquilinear form de-
fined by
B3[u, v] = J]_ 1 a«β(x0)D«uDβvdx .
Then the following lemma can be proved analogously to Lemma 5.3.
Lemma 5.4. There exist positive constants c'
o
 and C such that for i=2
and 3
Bt[u, u]^ci\\u\\l-C\\u\\'
o
for any u^H
m
(Ω) provided that S and 8' are sufficiently small independently of x0.
6. Estimates of resolvent kernels-2
From now on we fix constants δ and 8/ in the range specified in Lemmas 5.3
and 5.4. Let £0 —dist(Ω, θΩi). Let Ax be the operator associated with B1
restricted to H
m
(Ω)xH
m
(Ω), that is,
o
We intend to estimate the difference between the resolvent kernels of A
o
 and
those of A
λ
. To this end we define
λgy — ζ ε l v o — / — v l — ' * ' / jj
for f e i/_
m
(Ω) where ξ is again a function in Λ and 8 is an arbitrary positive
number. We note here that the range of Sl
ζ
 is contained in H
m
(Ω) whether the
support of ξ
s
 is contained in Ω or not. For an operator S on H_
m
(Ω) to
H
m
(Ω) we denote by | | 5 | |
c
_
w > w ) , | | 5 | | ( _ m , 0 ) y | | S | | ( 0 ) m ) , | | 5 | | C o > o ) the norms of S
considered as an operator on H_
m
(Ω) to H
m
(Ω), on H_
m
(Ω) to L2(Ω), on L2(Ω)
to H
m
(Ω), on L2(Ω) to L2(Ω) respectively.
Lemma 6.1. If 8~1\X\1~1/2md(\)~1^ί, then for any positive integer j there
is a constant K. independent of x0, 8 and λ such that
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where
Proof. First consider a
aβ
 with | a | = | β | =m. Let 0< £^min(£0, 8—6').
Then in view of Lemma 5.1 we get for \x—x
o
| < £
al
β
{x) = a°
a$(x) = Σ —Λx-XoγdWt(xo)
171^ 2 rγ\
whence it follows from the Taylor expansion of a
ap at x0 that
\a
aβ
(x)-al
β
(x)\^Cε2^. (6.1)
Replacing C by another constant if necessary we find that (6.1) is true without
any restriction on £>0. Similarly for | a | + | β \ =2m— 1 we get
β
 (6.2)
and for \a\ + \β\=2m—2
(6.3)
if I*—*
o
l
Now let us write u={(A0—λ)"1—(A,—λ)"1}/ and v=ξtu=SlJ. Then we
find
[z>, v]—\(v, v)
= £[«, f,t;]-λ(«, ξ
e
v)+B[v, v]-B[u, ξ
e
v]
0-λ)-1/, ξtυ]-B[(A1-\yif, ξtv]
B[v, v]-B[u, ξ,v]
1 - \ ) - % ξlV]+B[v, v]-B[u, ζtυ]. (6. 4)
We shall proceed by induction. When j=ί9 using (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3) we get
\(B1-B)[(A1-\yif, ζ.v\\
Έ ( a
a β
( x ) - a l
β
^
Σ
|β|^2
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λ)-1/IL-*llf.»IL-.+* = h+h+h+h
Using Lemma 3.4 and writing
we find
Applying Leibniz's formula and using the interpolation inequality (3.9) we
easily verify
II^IL+lλl^H^H^CdML+lλi^iNl). (6.5)
Hence from Lemma 3.1, (6.5) and the hypothesis of the present lemma it follows
that for/ei/_JW(Ω)
^xyf, ξ,υ]\
i). (6.6)
Next by the same argument as in Lemma 4.1 we find that if / e H_
m
(Ω)
\B[uy ξ9v]—B[v, v]\ is dominated by the value of the same form as the right
member of (4.9) except for the replacement of | |/| |y by | |/ | |_
m
. From (4.2),
(6.4), (6.6), and the estimate for B\μ> ξzv]—B[υ, v] just mentioned we easily
conclude that for some constant K
λ
Similarly if / G L 2 ( Ω ) we get
Thus the lemma has been proved when j= 1. Assume now the lemma has been
proved for some k. Let η be a function in Λ such that η(x)=l for any
xesupp ξ, and set v9(x)=zv((x—x0)l^)' Then we find
\B[uy ξ2v]-B[v, vll^II.+II,
where II
λ
 and II2 have the same from as Ix and I2 which appeared in the proof
of Lemma 4.1 (see the relation just before (4.11) as well as (4.16)). With the
aid of Lemma 3.4 and the hypothesis ot the present lemma we get
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and hence using the induction hypothesis applied to | |^
ε
w||
w
+ | λ 11/2|| v*| | f° r a n v
f^H.Jβ)
Π
ι
£CS-ι\\\-*~Rl,\\f\\-
m
\\υ\\
m
, (6.7)
//I^cε-
1|λ|-^/?j1||/||_-(iNL+|λ|^iHi). (6.8)
Combining (4.2), (6.4), (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) we get for some constant Kk+1
In an analogous manner if / G L 2 ( Ω ) we obtain
for some constant K'k+1 which may be assumed to coincide with KkΛrl. Thus
the lemma has been completely proved.
Let Ai be the operator associated with B{ considered as a sesquilinear form
defined onH
m
(Ω) X H
m
(Ω) for ί = 2 and 3, i.e.
B£[u, v] = (Adu, v) for any u, v<=Hm(Ω) . (6. 9)
We denote by Kχ(xy y) the resolvent kernel of A{ for Z=l, 2 and 3.
Lemma 6.2. There exists a constant C depending onj but not on x0, S and λ
such that if I λ l 1 - 1 ^ ^ ) !
IK°(x
ω
 x
o
)-K{(x
o
, x
o
)\^C\\\»ί2m-*R{z under s-(4), (6. 10)
I Kl(x
w
 x
o
)-K2
λ
(x
o> x0) I ^  CI λ I nl2m~λ 'Rl under s-(3), (6. 11)
IKi(x09 xo)-Kl(xO9 xo)\£C\\\M/2W"12^ε under s-(2) (6. 12)
where R{z was defined in Lemma 6.1 and for i=\ and 2
Proof. The inequality (6.10) follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 6.1. The re-
maining inequalities can be proved analogously and we omit the proof.
7. Estimates for resolvent kernels - 3
Let CίR be the spherical domain {\x\ <R] containing Π. It is clear by the
argument of the preceding sections that for ί"=l, 2, 3
Σ aί
β
( r t l j β l m
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holds in ΩR for some positive constant c independent of # o eΩ. Let Bi9
i=4, 5, 6, be the symmetric sesquilinear form
B4[u, v]=[ 2 aίγ(x)D«uWvdx
and Ah i=4, 5, 6, be the operator associated with B{ considered to be defined
o o
on H
m
(ΩR) X Hm(ΩR). For the sake of simplicity we write £=8(xo) =
o
min {dist(#0, 3Ω), 1} in the following two lemmas. For a function u^Hm(Ω)
let u=u in Ω and u=0 in ΩR—Ω. Then u belongs to Hm{ΩR) and by this
correspondence H
m
(Ω) may be considered as a closed subspace oίH
m
{ΩR). For
i=4, 5, 6 let
o
for f^H_
m
(ΩR) where rf is the restriction of/ to Hm(Ω). Evidently Sχs is a
bounded linear operator on H_
m
(ΩR) to Hm(ΩR).
Lemma 7.1. // ε~1\\\~ί/2m^l, then for any integer j^O there exists a
constant Kj independent of x0 and λ such that for i=4, 5, 6
^κ.( i x i ^^ε-'d{\)-y \ x \ /d(\),
ll.sί.iico.o,^^ i x i ' - n
Proof. Let v=ξ
s
u=Sχ
ζ
f. Noting that the support of v is contained in
Ω we find
B{[v, v]—\(v, V) = Sf.[u, ϋ]—5 t [w, f f.ϋ] .
The present lemma can be proved just as Lemma 4.1 based upon this equality.
Let Kl be the resolvent kernel of Aif i=4, 5, 6.
Lemma 7.2. For any p^O there exists a constant Cp depending onp but not
on x0 and λ such that
\Kt\x09 xo)-Kt(xo, xQ)\<Z C
for /=4, 5, 6.
The lemma can be proved analogously to Lemma 4.2 applying Lemma 3.2
The following lemma is a consequence of Theorem 3.1 of S. Agmon and Y.
Kannai [4] on the asymptotic expansion of the resolvent kernels in the interior
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of the domain considered.
Lemma 7.3. For any positive number S there is a constant C depending on
S but not on Λ; O GΩ such that the following inequality holds for d(X)^ |λ | 1 ~ 1 / 4 w + s ,
| λ | ^ 1 and X G Ω and for i=4, 5, 6:
I Kt(x, x)—d(x)(—X)n^m-11 ^ CI X I c«-υ/2^-i
where c$(x) is a function defined by (2.2) with a
Λ
β replaced by a#β3.
REMARK. CO(XO) = CO(XO) for ί = 4 , 5, 6.
Using the results proved up to now we get the following theorem.
Theorem 7*L Suppose that s=(4) is satisfied. Then for any number
and 0e(O, (h+2)l(h+5)) we have
for any ΛJGΩ and X satisfying d(X)^ \X\ι~θ/2m, \X\ ^L where Cp is a constant
depending on p and θ but not on x and X, and L is some constant depending only on
B, Ω and ίllm Under the assumption s-(3) or s-(2) the same conclusion remains
valid for O<0<(λ+l)/(/z+4) or 0<θ<hl(h+3) respectively.
Proof. First suppose s-(4) is satisfied. If we take 6= | λ | -3β/2mcΛ+2)) then
we can apply Lemma 6.2 in the region d(X)>
:
 Iλl1"072"*, | λ | ^ L to otbain
IK°
λ
(x
ω
 x
o
)-K°(xOJ x0) I ^ C I X I " " ^ R l ^ C \ X \ c«- ^ - i
choosing^' sufficiently large depending on θ. Combining this with Lemmas 4.2,
7.2 and 7.3 we get the assertion of the theorem. The remaining part of the
theorem can be proved in parallel taking 6= | X | -3θ/2m(h+v j
n c a s e o
f
 s
_(3)
 a n ( j
6= I λ I -3θ/2mh in case of s-(2).
8. Proof of the main theorem
In this section we shall prove the main theorem essentially following the
method of S. Agmon [2]. The resolvent kernel K
λ
(x,y) of A is continuous in
Π x Ω and since A is selfadjoint it is symmetric: K
λ
(x> y)=K~
λ
(yy x). Let
{Xj} and {φj} be the sequence of eigenvalues and the corresponding sequence
of orthonormal eigenfunctions of A respectively. Evidently the proof of
Mercer's theorem applies to our case and we have
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any fixed λ in the resolvent set of A. Let σ
x
{t)= 2 | φj(x)\2. Then
the series on the right being convergent absolutely and uniformly in Ω x Ω tor
—o χ.-χ Jo t-X ' ^ ' ^
We introduce here PleijeΓs formula which was used in his simple proof of
Malliavin's tauberian theorem.
Lemma 8.1. Suppose σ(t) is a non-decreasing function defined on [0, oo).
Let
and
7
^ = i L / ^ (8 4)
where L(ξ) is an oriented curve in the complex plane from I to ξ=t-\-iτ not
intersecting [0, oo). Then for t>0, τ > 0
)-(τ/*) Ref(ξ)-*(t)+σ(0)\ ^ r Imf(ξ) .
Proof is given in [6].
Lemma 8.2. There exists a constant C such that for any t>0 and
Proof. The assertion follows from
'£ Σ \j-\-t
Lemma 8.3. Suppose that the assumption s-(2), s-(3) or s-(4) is satisfied.
Then there exists a constant C independent of x and t such that
σχ
(t)-(2π)-»
nπ/2m
(8.5)
for any sufficiently large />0 and any x^Cί where θ is the same number as the one
defined in the main theorem.
Proof. 1st case: 11/zm8(x)^ 1. The above estimate is trivial in virtue of
Lemma 8.2.
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2nd case: f/2m8(x) > 1. We shall prove the assertion with the aid of Lemma
8.1. Let f
x
(z) and I
x
(ξ) be the functions defined by (8.3) and (8.4) with σ
x
 in
place of σ. Then in virtue of (8.1) and (8.2) we have
f
x
(z) = Kz(x, x).
Using Lemma 8.1 and noting (8.6) and σ\,.(0)=0 we get
14(£)-(τ/τr) Re K£x, x)-σ
x
(t) | ^ T Im K£x, x).
From (8.7) it follows that
(8. 6)
(8. 7)
(8.8)
where
i _ i
ι
~2
(K
β
(x,x)-φ){-z)'*~-*}dz
= (τ/π) I Re K&c, x) | + τ *, *)
We define τjt)=ct(t
x
1/2m8(x))~β where c is a constant satisfyin
In the above inequality we take τ=τ
x
(t) and
L(ξ) = {z=t+iu:
U {«: \z\ =
Then on account of the present assumption 11/2m8(x)>ί and the choice of c we
get L(ξ)d{\: d(X)^\\\1-β/2m} and hence in view of Theorem 7.1
Noting that ί^ |ξ\ ^{\+cψ2t we get
from which we obtain
taking p=θ(l —θ). On the other hand again by Theorem 7.1
(8.9)
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/.set
21/2 \
-
θ>/2m8(xyθ (8. 10)
where we again used the choice of p=θl(ί—θ)(^θ). Combining (8.8), (8.9)
and (8.10) we get
I
 σχ
(t) - _L ( φ)(-Z)*fim-1d
2πtJLφ
Finally noting that
1
 f ^zγ/2m-idz_tn/2m sin(nτr/2m)
2πiJLφ nπl2m
we obtain the desired estimate.
If (2.1) is satisfied for θ in Lemma 8.3, then integrating (8.5) over Ω we
immediately obtain the asymptotic formula for N(t) described in the main
theorem in case of the condition s-(2), s-(3) or s-(4).
If the condition s-(5) is satisfied, then we can make use of the part of Theo-
rem 3.1 of S. Agmon and Y. Kannai [4] for the case of constant coefficients in
the principal part. Considering the sesquilinear from having the following func-
tions as coefficients:
a%β(x) = act
β
(x)(= constant) for | a | = | β \ = m ,
ai
β
^Co(ΩR) and alβ{x) = aaβ(x) in Ω for
we can verify that (8.5) is true for any positive number # < 1 . Therefore if
(2.1) is satisfied for any p<l, then we obtain the desired formula for N(t).
Finally the assertion of the main theorem under s-(l) can be proved in a similar,
but a simpler, manner. We need only investigate the asymptotic behaviour of
K
λ
(x, x) for λ real and ->—oo and apply the tauberian theorem of Hardy and
Littlewood.
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